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Abstract — In this project, which lies at the intersection 

between Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) and Human-

Computer Interaction (HCI), we have examined the design of 

an open-source, real-time software platform for controlling the 

feedback provided by an AIBO robot and/or by the GRETA 

Embodied Conversational Agent, when listening to a story told 

by a human narrator. Based on ground truth data obtained 

from the recording and annotation of an audio-visual 

storytelling database, and containing various examples of 

human-human storytelling, we have implemented a proof-of-

concept ECA/Robot listening system. As a narrator input, our 

system uses face and head movement analysis, as well as speech 

analysis and speech recognition; it then triggers listening 

behaviors from the listener, using probabilistic rules based on 

the co-occurrence of the same input and output behaviors in 

the database. We have finally assessed our system in terms of 

the homogeneity of the database annotation, as well as 

regarding the perceived quality of the feedback provided by 

the ECA/robot.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HIS project lies at the intersection between Human-

Computer Interaction (HCI) and Human-Robot 

Interaction (HRI).  

Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) is a multi-disciplinary 

field involving research on robot control (planning, 

sensor…), speech processing (recognition, synthesis), vision 

(human localization, environment characterization), 

artificial intelligence, cognitive science and other fields [1]. 

Various robots are now available for such studies, and are 

provided with specific programming tools. In this project, 

we have focused of the Sony AIBO dog, and the URBI 

(Universal Real-time Behaviours Interface) language [2]. 

Human-Computer Interaction is restricted here to 

Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs). The term ECA 
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has been coined in Cassell et al. [3] and refers to human-like 

virtual characters that typically engage in face-to-face 

communication with the human user. In this project, we 

have used GRETA [4], an ECA , whose interface obeys the 

SAIBA  (Situation, Agent, Intention, Behavior, Animation) 

architecture [5]. 

Several methods have been proposed for the 

improvement of the interaction between humans and agents 

or robots. The key idea of their design is to develop 

agents/robots with various capabilities: establish/maintain 

interaction, show /perceive emotions, dialog, display 

communicative gesture and gaze, exhibit distinctive 

personality or learn/develop social capabilities [6, 7, 8]. 

Theses social agents or robots aim at naturally interacting 

with humans by the exploitation of these capabilities.  

We have investigated one aspect of this social interaction: 

the engagement in the conversation [9]. The engagement 

process makes it possible to regulate the interaction between 

the human and the agent or the robot. This process is 

obviously multi-modal (verbal and non-verbal) and requires 

an involvement of both the partners. Some mechanisms as 

motivation, curiosity can be useful for this purpose [8].  

Our project more specifically aims at exploring 

multimodal interaction between a human speaker telling a 

story (typically a cartoon) to (i) an ECA or (ii) an AIBO 

robot. More particularly, we focused on the design of an 

open-source, real-time software platform for designing the 

feedbacks provided by the robot and the humanoid during 

the interaction. The multimodal feedback signals we 

consider here are limited to facial and neck movements by 

the agent, while the AIBO robot uses all possible body 

movements, given its poor facial expressivity. We did not 

pay attention to arms or body gestures.  

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we 

formalize SAIBA, a common architecture for embodied 

agents, and introduce its application to feedback modeling. 

This leads us, in Section III, to exposing the contents of the 

eNTERFACE08_STEAD database developed for this 

project and containing various annotated examples of 
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human-human storytelling. This database was used for 

designing several feedback components in subsequent 

Sections. Sections IV and V respectively focus on the 

speech and video analysis modules we have used. This is 

followed in Section VI by details on possible control of the 

agent state via ASR. We then give, in Section VII, a 

description of the feedback rules we have established for 

triggering feedback from our software and hardware 

rendering engines, namely AIBO and GRETA, and show 

the behaviors we have been able to synthesize with them. 

Finally, Section VIII gives details on the compared 

performances of our HCI and HRI systems.  

 

II. SAIBA AND FEEDBACK 

Although we are all perfectly able to provide natural 

feedback to a speaker telling us a story, explaining how and 

when you do it is a complex problem. ECAs are 

increasingly used in this context, to study and model human-

human communication as well as for performing specific 

automatic communication tasks with humans).  

Examples are REA [10], an early system that realizes the 

full action-reaction cycle of communication by interpreting 

multimodal user input and generating multimodal agent 

behaviour, the pedagogical agent Steve [11] which functions 

as a tutor in training situations, MAX [12] a virtual 

character geared towards simulating multimodal behaviour, 

Gandalf [13] provides real-time feedback to a human user 

based on acoustical and visual analysis. Carmen [14] a 

system that supports humans in emotionally critical 

situations such as advising parents of infant cancer patients. 

Other systems realize presentation agents [15], i.e. one or 

more virtual agents present some information to the user. 

They can adopt several roles, such as being a teacher [15; 

17], a museum guide [18, 19, 12] or a companion [20, 21]. 

In robotics, various models have been proposed for the 

integration of feedbacks during interaction [7]. Recently, the 

importance of feedbacks for discourse adaptation has been 

highlighted during an interaction with BIRON [22].  

In a conversation, all interactants are active. Listeners 

provide information to the speaker on how they view the 

conversation goes on. By sending acoustic or visual 

feedback signals, listeners show if they are paying attention, 

understanding or agreeing with what is being said. 

Taxonomies of feedbacks, based on the meaning these 

signals convey, have been proposed [23, 24]. The key idea 

of this project is to automatically detect the communicative 

signals in order to produce a feedback. Contrary to the 

approach proposed in [LOH08], we focus on non-linguistic 

features (prosody, prominence) but also on head features 

(activity, shake, nod). 

Our system is based on the architecture proposed by [4], 

but progressively adapted to the context of a storytelling 

(figure 1). We developed several modules for the detection 

and the fusion of the communicative signals from both 

audio and video analysis. If these communicative signals 

match our pre-defined rules, a feedback is triggered by the 

Realtime BackChannelling module, resulting in two 

different behaviors conveying the same intention.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Architecture of our interaction feedback model  

III. THE ENTERFACE08_STEAD DATABASE 

 
 

In order to model the interaction between the speaker and 

the listener during a storytelling experiment, we first 

recorded and annotated a database of human-human 

interaction: the eNTERFACE08_STEAD database. This 

database was used for extracting feedback rules (section 

VII, but also for testing the multi-modal feature extraction 

system (section VIII). 

We followed the McNeill lab framework [25]: one 

participant (the speaker), who has previously observed an 

animated cartoon (Sylvester and Tweety), tells the story to a 

listener immediately after viewing it. The narration is 

accompanied by spontaneous communicative signals (filled 

pauses, gestures, facial expressions, etc.). In contract, 

instructions are given to the listener to express his/her 

engagement in the story by giving non-verbal audio-visual 

gestures in response to the story told by the speaker. 

eNTERFACE_STEAD Contents 

Twenty-two storytelling sessions telling the “Tweety and 

Sylvester - Canary row” cartoon story were recorded.  

Thirteen recording sessions were done by a French 

listener and a French speaker. The last two recordings have 

exaggerated non-verbal activity (closer to acting than to 

real-life storytelling). 
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Four recording sessions were done by an Arabic listener 

and an Arabic speaker. 

Five recording sessions were done by a speaker and a 

listener who do not speak or understand each other’s 

languages; these recordings can be used to study the isolated 

effect of prosody on the engagement in a storytelling 

context. The languages used in these sessions were Arabic, 

Slovak, Turkish, and French. 

Annotation Schema 

A part of the MUMIN [26] multimodal coding scheme was 

used for annotating the database.  MUMIN was originally 

created to experiment with annotation of multimodal 

communication in video clips of interviews taken from 

Swedish, Finnish and Danish television broadcasting and in 

short clips from movies. However, the coding scheme is 

also intended to be a general instrument for the study of 

gestures and facial displays in interpersonal communication, 

in particular the role played by multimodal expressions for 

feedback, turn management and sequencing. 

The videos were annotated (with at least two annotators 

per session) for describing simple communicative signals of 

both speaker and listener: smile, head nod, head, shake, eye 

brow and acoustic prominence. These annotations were 

done using the ANVIL [27] annotation program (Fig. 2) and 

are summarized in Table 1.   

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Anvil, as used for our database annotation 

 

 

Facial display 

feature 

Facial display 

feature 

Form of expression/Movement 

values 

Value Short tag 

General face smile smile 

Mouth(opening) Open mouth Open-M 

Closed mouth Close-M 

Head Nod Head-Nod 

Shake Head-shake 

Eyebrows Frowning Frown 

Raising Raise 

Acoustic Prominence Prominence 

laughter laughter 

 
Table 1: Coding scheme used for eNTERFACE_STEAD annotations. 

 

Annotators had instructions to annotate prominence in the 

audio recording of the speaker by only listening to the audio 

signal without looking to the video recording; some 

annotators spoke French, others did not.  

Annotation evaluation 
 

Manual annotations of videos were evaluated by computing 

agreements using corrected kappa [28] computed in the 

Anvil tool [27], shown in Fig. 2:  
 

kappa = (P0 - 1/z) / (1 - 1/z) 
 

where z is the number of categories and P0 is like in 

Cohen's kappa.    

Table 2 presents the agreements among annotators for 

each track. We can see that the best agreement is obtained 

for the Listener.Acoustic track which is expected since the 

listener is not assumed to speak and when he/she does 

simple sounds are produced (filled pauses). Other tracks 

have a lower agreement such as Speaker.Acoustic. The 

speaker always speaks during the session and prominent 

events are less identifiable. However, the agreements 

measures are high enough to allow us to assume that 

selected communicative signals might be reliably detected. 

 

Track Name Cohen’s 

Kappa 

Correct

ed 

Kappa 

Agreeme

nt(%) 

Speaker.Face 0.473 0.786 89.306 

Speaker.Acoustic 0.099 0.786 84.500 

Listener.Face 0.436 0.559 77.960 

Listener.HeadNod 0.464 0.694 84.622 

Listener.Acoustic 0.408 0.929 95.972 

 

Table 2 Agreement between annotators of our database 

(eNTERFACE_STEAD) 

 

The eNTERFACE_STEAD License 

The eNTERFACE_STEAD contents, and all the 

annotations are released under an MIT-like free software 

license and is available from the eNTERFACE’08 website 

(www.enterface.net/enterface08). 

IV. SPEECH ANALYSIS 

The main goal of the speech analysis component is to 

extract features from the speech signal that have been 

previously identified as key moments for triggering 

feedbacks (cf. section VII). In this study, we do not use any 

linguistic information to analyze the meaning of the 

utterances being told by the speaker, but we focus on the 

prosodic cross-language features which may participate in 

the generation of the feedback by the listener. 

Previous studies have shown that pitch movements, 

especially at the end of the utterances, play an important 
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role in turn taking and backchannelling during human 

dialogue [29]. In this work, we propose in this work to use 

the following features extracted from the speaker's speech 

signal: Utterance beginning, Utterance end, Raising pitch, 

Falling pitch, Connection pitch, and Pitch prominence.  

To extract these important features from the speech 

stream,  we decided to work in Pure Data [30], a graphical 

programming environment for real-time audio processing. 

The patch we developed for speech feature extraction is 

shown in figure 3; it provides the following features: 

Utterance beginning, Utterance end, Raising pitch, Falling 

pitch, Stable pitch, and Acoustic prominence. 

 
Fig. 3.  Pure Data patch for Speech Feature Extraction 

 

Audio acquisition is performed by the adc~ object. It 

provides 64-samples blocks (at a sampling frequency set to 

16kHz) to objects vad_framing~ and 

pitch_framing~, which are responsible for voice 

activity detection and pitch estimation for prominence 

estimation. These algorithms are written in C, using audio 

processing functions from a C library developed by the 

Center of Speech Technology at KTH, Sweden. They were 

compiled as externals for Pure Data, so that they can be 

used as ordinary Pure Data objects.  

Since we wanted to compute some features on 

overlapping audio segments longer than 64 samples, we 

developed a specific framing routine. The objects 

vad_framing~ and pitch_framing~ take two 

arguments X and Y, which impose blocks of X samples with 

a shift of Y samples between successive blocks: a buffer of 

X samples is filled with the input blocks of 64 samples; 

when this buffer is full, it is sent to the analysis algorithm, 

the samples in the buffer are then shifted by Y samples, and 

the buffer is filled again, etc.  

For every input speech frame, vad_framing~ and 

pitch_framing~ output an integer, which is set to 0 if 

there is no event (feature) is detected in the speech, and to a 

number (index) indicating the id of the detected feature 

otherwise. These indices are sent to the “route” PureData 

object, which triggers a string depending on its input; this 

string is later sent through a tcp/ip connection to the 

Multimodal Fusion module. 

The vad_framing~ object is a Voice Activity Detection 

object, which contains an adaptation of the SPHINX Vader 

functionality [31]. This object sends “1” if there is a 

detected change in the audio stream from Silence to Speech, 

and “2” when there is a detected change from Speech to 

Silence, otherwise the output of this object is always “0”. 

 

The pitch_framing~ object is used to extract the rest of the 

speech features. This object contains an implementation of 

the realtime fundamental frequency tracking algorithm YIN 

[32]. For cleaning the output of the YIN algorithm, a 

median filter of size “5” (60 msec) is applied on the 

extracted F0 to compensate for outliers and octave jumps.  

This object sends “1” when a Raising Pitch is detected, “2” 

for Falling pitch, “3” for Stable Pitch, and “4” for Acoustic 

prominence. 

 

The TILT model: 

The TILT model [33] is used to extract Raising pitch, 

Falling pitch, Connection pitch. We tried in this 

implementation to not compensate for the unvoiced 

segments by using any type of interpolation; nevertheless, 

the movements of the pitch are detected only at the end of 

the voiced segments, and no movements are detected when 

the voiced segment duration is shorter than 125 msec. 

 

Audio prominence estimation 

In the literature, several definitions of acoustical prominent 

events can be found showing the diversity of this notion [34, 

35]. Terken [35] defines prominence as words or syllables 

that are perceived as standing out from their environment. 

Most of the proposed definitions are based on linguistic 

and/or phonetic units.  

We propose in this project another approach using 

statistical models for the detection of prominence. The key 

idea is to assume that a prominent sound stands out from the 

previous message. For instance, during our storytelling 

experiment, speakers emphasize words or syllables when 

they want to focus the attention of the listener on important 

information. These emphasized segments are assumed to 

stand out from the other ones, which makes them become 

salient. 

Prominence detectors are usually based acoustic 

parameters (fundamental frequency, energy, duration, 

spectral intensity) and machine learning techniques 

(Gaussian Mixture Models, Conditional Random Fields) 

[36, 37]. Unsupervised methods have been also investigated 

such as the use of Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence as a 

measure of discrimination between prominent and non-

prominent classes [38]. These statistical methods provide an 

unsupervised framework adapted to our task. The KL 

divergence needs the estimation of two covariance matrices 

(Gaussian assumption): 
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where 



i, 



 j  and 



i, 



 j  denote the means and the 

covariance matrices of i-th (past) and j-th (new event) 

speech segments respectively. d is the dimension of the 

speech feature vector. An event j is defined as prominent if 

the distance from the past segments (represented by the 

segment i) is larger than a pre-defined threshold.  

One major drawback of the KL divergence approach is 

that since the new event is usually shorter than the past 

events, the estimation of their covariance matrices is less 

reliable. In addition, it is well-known that duration is an 

important perceptual effect for the discrimination between 

sounds. Taking these points into account, we propose to use 

another statistical test namely the T
2
 Hotteling distance 

defined by: 
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where i j is the union of i-th (past) and j-th (new event) 

segments. Li and Lj denote the length of the segments. The 

T
2
 Hotteling divergence is closely related to the 

Mahalanobis distance. 

In this work only the fundamental frequency (F0) is used 

as a feature to calculate the Hotteling distance between two 

successive voiced segments. In this sense, a prominence is 

detected when the Hotelling distance between the current 

and the preceding Gaussian distributions of F0 is higher 

than a threshold. We have used a decaying distance 

threshold over time, where the initial value of this threshold 

is the highest distance during the first utterance of the 

speaker; whenever this threshold is reached by a following 

segment, a Pitch Prominence event is triggered, and the new 

distance becomes the distance threshold. Since we estimate 

a Gaussian distribution of the pitch for a voiced segment, 

we only estimate it when there are enough pitch samples 

during the voiced segment, (we set this duration threshold to 

175 msec). 

V. FACE ANALYSIS 

 

The main goal of the face analysis component (Fig. 4) is to 

provide the feedback system with some knowledge of 

communicative signals conveyed by the head of the speaker. 

More specifically, detecting if the speaker is shaking the 

head, smiling or showing neutral expression are the main 

activity features we are interested in. The components of 

this module (Fig. 5) are responsible for face detection, head 

shake and nod detection, mouth extraction, and head 

activity analysis. They are detailed below.  

 
 

Fig. 4. Screenshot of the face analysis component, which runs on a PC and 

shows the analysis results through a MATLAB-based user interface It 

sends its results to the multimodal fusion module via TCP-IP. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Overview of the face analysis module 

 

Face detection 

The face detection algorithm that we used exploits Haar-like 

features that have been initially proposed by Viola & Jones 

[39]. It is based on a cascade of boosted classifiers working 

with Haar-like features and trained with a few hundreds of 

sample views of faces. We used the trained classifier 

available in OpenCV.  

The face fetection module outputs the coordinates of 

existing faces in the incoming images.  

 

Smile detection 

Smile detection is performed in two steps: mouth extraction 

followed by smile detection. We use a colorimetric 

approach for mouth extraction. A thresholding technique is 

used after a colour space conversion to the YIQ space (Fig. 

6). 

 

 
Fig. 6. Mouth extraction. (a) original images (b) color conversion and 

thresholding  (c)  elimination of small regions 

 

Once the mouth is extracted, we examine the ratio 

between the two characteristic mouth dimensions, P1P3 and 

P2P4 (see Fig. 7), for smile detection. We assume that when 

smiling, this ratio increases. The decision is obtained by 

thresholding.  
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Fig. 7. smile detection 

 

Head shake and nod detection 

The purpose of this component is to detect if the person is 

shaking his/her head or doing a nod. The idea is to analyze 

the motion of some feature points extracted from the face 

along the vertical and horizontal axes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Feature points extraction 

 

Once the face has been detected in the image, we extract 

100 feature points using a combined corner and edge 

detector defined by Harris [40]. Feature points are extracted 

in the central area of the face rectangle using offsets (Fig 8).  

These points are then tracked by calculating the optical 

flow between a set of corresponding points in two 

successive frames. We make use of the Lucas Kanade [41] 

algorithm implementation available from in the OpenCV 

library (http://sourceforge.net/ projects/ opencvlibrary/). 

Let n be the number of feature points and  iii yxPt ,  the 

ith feature point defined by its 2D screen 

coordinates  ii yx , . We then define then the overall 

velocity of the head as:  
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Fig. 9. Feature point velocity analysis 

 

Fig. 9 shows the velocity curves along the vertical and 

horizontal axes. The sequence of movements represented is 

composed by one nod and two head shakes. We notice that 

the velocity curves are the sum of two signals: (1) a noise 

movement which is a low frequency signal representing the 

global head motion and (2) a high frequency signal 

representing the head nods and head shakes.  

The idea is then to use wavelet decomposition to remove 

the low frequency signals. More precisely, we decomposed 

the signal using symlet-6 wavelet. Fig. 10 shows the 

reconstruction of the detail at the first level of the signal 

shown in Fig. 8. The head nod and shake events can be 

reliably identified by this process. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10 Signal denoising via wavelets.  

  

 

Head activity analysis 

Analysis of recordings of the storytelling experience has 

shown a correlation between the head activity of both 

speaker and listener. To characterize the head activity, we 

use the velocity of the feature points defined in (1), to 

quantify the overall activity A:  

 



timewindowt

tytx VVA
2

,

2

,
  (2) 

where timewindow is set to 60 frames (30 frames/s). 
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This measure provides information about the head 

activity levels. In order to quantize head activity into levels 

(high, medium or low), we analyzed the head activity of all 

the speakers of the eNTERFACE08_STEAD corpus. 

Assuming that the activity of one given speaker is Gaussian, 

we set up various thresholds defined in Table 3. By using 

these thresholds, the algorithm becomes more sensitive to 

any head movement of a stationary speaker, while it raises 

the thresholds for an active speaker, thus resulting in a 

flexible adaptive modeling.  

 

 

Table 3. Segments are categorized according to the 

amplitude of their maxima. Mean and standard deviation 

statistics are related to head activity. 

 

VI. AGENT/ROBOT STATE CONTROL 

In the feedback model proposed in [4], the state of the 

agent/robot is characterized by the following features: 

disagreement, agreement, acceptance, refusal, belief, 

disbelief, liking, disliking, interest, no_interest, 

understanding, no_understanding, and mimicry. For this 

project, we have reduced this set to: interest, understanding, 

and liking. Our goal was then the design means of 

modifying these features through some analysis of the audio 

and video streams from the speaker. 

To achieve this goal, we have used an English speaking 

ASR system based on keyword spotting, which makes it 

possible to modify the agent state according to the 

recognized words. The ASR system is thus integrated into 

an Agent State Manager (ASM) module (Fig 11), which 

consists in three main parts: the ASR engine, the State 

Planner and the Message Generator. These components are 

detailed in the next paragraphs. 

 

ASR engine 

The speech engine we have used is based on ATK/HTK 

[42] and is available as a dynamic-link library (dll), whith a 

simple API. 

It uses freely available British English triphone acoustic 

models, which are part of the ATK distribution, and were 

trained on the WSJCAM0 speech corpus [43] recorded at 

the Cambridge University and composed of readings of the 

Wall Street Journal.    

As a language model we have used a speech grammar 

which enables the recognition of keywords in phrases. Other 

words are modeled as “filler words”, and not recognized. 

The keyword spotting grammar actually puts all keywords 

in parallel (with no specific syntactic constraints), together 

with a filler model. It is written in BNF (Backus Naur Form) 

format and then it is translated to HTK-compatible SLF 

format. 

ASR
State

Planner

(SP)

initial

agent’s

state

messagespeech

ASM

rules

Message

Generator

agent’s

statekeywords
 

Fig. 11.  Architecture of the Agent State Manager  

 

For the purpose of storytelling we needed to define 

appropriate keywords. The best way to obtain this 

information was to look at our storytelling recordings, 

available in the from eNTERFACE08_STEAD database 

(see Section III). We used two recordings by native English 

speakers, as well as recordings in Slovak, and transcribed 

them into English words. The transcriptions were then 

analyzed in terms of word counts via a simple Python script. 

After eliminating the articles (the, a), conjunctions (and) 

and pronouns (she, he, it), which were naturally the most 

frequent words,  we identified a group of keywords for our 

storytelling experiment, containing: hotel, reception, door, 

room, stairs, luggage, baggage, bags, birdcage, umbrella, 

clerk, tomcat, cat, silvester, woman, lady, tweety, bird, 

knock, carry, call, run, trick, discover, hit, hide, ring, 

uncover, pick up, cartoon, story, treatment, outside. 

Notice that the ASR engine also uses a simple 

pronunciation dictionary to specify the expected 

pronunciation of keywords. We modified the default 

pronunciation of words in the dictionary by removing the 

expected short pauses (sp) after each word. (As a matter of 

fact, we use continuous speech in this project, in which 

there are no short pauses between words.)  

 

State Planner 

The State Planner is the main part of the Agent state 

Manager. Its task is to modify the state of the agent 

according to spoken input (keywords). For this purpose it 

uses a rule-based approach. This component is initialized 

with the initial agent state as well as with a set of rules 

loaded from an initialization file. It takes spoken keywords 

as input, and changes the value of the interest, 

understanding, and liking as output.  

Each rule consists of the following fileds: feature, 

keyword, step, max_value and opposite_feature (which is 

optional). When the speech recognizer recognizes a 

keyword, State Planner looks for an appropriate rule. If it 

finds it, it increases the value of the related feature by a 

given step value, while max_value is not reached. If some 

opposite_feature is defined in the rule, it is decreased by the 

same step.  

 

Message Generator 

Every three words which have triggered the application of 

rules, the Message Generator prepares an XML file 

containing the feature values, which represent the new agent 

Amplitude Interpretation 

 

< mean LOW ACTIVITY 

< mean + standard deviation MEDIUM ACTIVITY 

 Otherwıse HIGH ACTIVITY 
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state. After converting special characters into hexadecimal, 

it sends the XML file through a TCP socket to the ECA 

(Greta).   

VII. MULTIMODAL FUSION AND FEEDBACK BEHAVIORS FOR 

AIBO AND GRETA 

Extracting rules from data 

Based on the selected communicative signals, we have 

defined some rules to trigger feedbacks. The rules are based 

on [44, 45], which involved mainly only mono-modal 

signals. The structure of such rules is as follows: 

“If some signal (eg. head-nod,  pause, pitch accent) is 

received, then the listener sends some feedback signal 

with probability X.” 

We have extended these rules by analyzing the data 

annotated from our eNTERFACE08_STEAD storytelling 

database. We looked at the correlation of occurrence 

between each speaker mono-modal and multi-modal signal 

and each listener feedbacks (where we understand multi-

modal signal as any set of overlapping signals that are 

emitted by the speaker within a time window, defined as the 

time interval of any speaker signal plus 2 seconds). This 

gave us a correlation matrix between speaker and listener 

signals, whose elements give, for each speaker signal, the 

probability that the listener would send a given feedback 

signal. In our system we use this matrix to select listener’s 

feedback signals. When a speaker’s signal is detected, we 

choose from the correlation matrix, the signal (ie feedback) 

with the higher probability.  

From this process, we identified a set of rules (which can be 

found in the repository of the project) such as: 

 Mono-modal signal  mono-modal feedback: 

head_nod is received, then the listener sends  

head_nod_medium.  

 Mono-modal signal  multi-modal feedback: 

smile is received, then the listener sends head_nod 

and smile. 

 Multi-modal signal  mono-modal feedback: 

head_activity_high and pitch_prominence are 

received, then the listener sends head_nod_fast. 

 Multi-modal signal  multi-modal feedback: 

pitch_prominence and smile are received, then the 

listener sends head_nod and smile. 

 

Rules can be made probabilistic via associated 

probabilities: in case there is more than one rule with the 

same input, every rule will have a probability of execution.  

 

Multi-modal fusion 

The multi-modal fusion module is responsible for activating 

the rules mentioned above, when input signals are detected, 

and will eventually trigger feedbacks from the agent/robot. 

For realtime consideration, the rule contains a response 

time variable, which defines when the output of the rule 

should be executed after the reception of the last input 

signal; the last variable is rule duration, rule duration 

defines how long this rule can be active, so in case not all 

the input signals are received, the rule will be deactivated 

after this specified period. 

 

Reactive behaviors 

In our architecture, we aim to drive different types of virtual 

and/or physical agents: the GRETA ECA (Fig 12), and The 

AIBO ERS-7 Robot (Fig 13). To ensure high flexibility we 

are using the same control language to drive all the agents, 

the Behavior Markup Language BML [5]. BML encodes 

multimodal behaviors independently from the animation 

parameters of the agents.  

Through a mapping we transform BML tags into MPEG-

4 parameters for the GRETA agent and into mechanical 

movements for the AIBO robot. Various feedbacks are 

already available for GRETA such as acceptance 

(head_nod), non-acceptance (head_shake) or smile. 

Concerning AIBO, we developed similar feedbacks 

conveying the same meaning but in a different way.  To 

develop the reactive behavior of AIBO, we used the URBI 

(Real-Time Behavior Interface) library [2] allowing a high-

level control of the robot.  

 

 
 

Fig. 12 The GRETA ECA 

  

 

 
Fig. 13 The ERS-7 Sony Aibo Robot. (from 

http://www.sony.net/Products/aibo/) 

 

http://www.sony.net/Products/aibo/
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VIII. ASSESSMENT AND DISCUSSION 

Evaluation research is still underway for virtual characters 

[46, 47, 48] and for human-robot interaction [49, 50].  

Since the goal of the project was to compare feedback 

provided by two types of embodiments (a virtual character 

and a robot) rather than to evaluate the multimodal feedback 

rules implemented in each of these systems, we decided to 

have users tell a story to both Greta and Aibo at the same 

time. The feedback system tested was the one described in 

the previous Sections, with the exception of the ASR 

system, which was not used here. 

An instruction form was provided to the subject before 

the session. Then users watched the cartoon sequence, and 

were asked to tell the story to both Aibo and Greta (Fig 14). 

Finally, users had to answer a questionnaire. The 

questionnaire was designed to compare both systems with 

respect to the realization of feedback (general comparison 

between the two listeners, evaluation of feedback quality, 

perception of feedback signals and general comments). The 

evaluation form is provided in appendix. Sessions were 

videotaped using a Canon XM1 3CCD digital camcorder. 

  

 
 

Fig 14. The assessment set-up 

 

 
Table 4 Comparing the feedback provided by the virtual 

character and the robot 

 

As illustrated by table 4, 8 out of 10 users estimated that 

GRETA understood better the story than AIBO. Yet, 8 out 

of 10 users felt that AIBO looked more interested and liked 

the story more than GRETA did. 

 

 

Further evaluations could be investigated with such a 

system. Another possibility would be to have the speaker 

tell two different stories one to Greta, and then another one 

to Aibo. The order of the listeners should be 

counterbalanced across subjects. This would avoid having 

the speaker to switch his attention between Aibo and Greta. 

Perceptive tests on videos combining speakers and 

Aibo/Greta listeners could also be designed to have subjects 

1) compare random feedback with feedback generated by 

analyzing user’s behavior , or 2) rate if the listener has been 

designed to listen to this speaker or not.  

 

IX. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 

We presented a multi-modal framework to extract and 

identify Human communicative signals for the generation 

robot/agent feedbacks during storytelling. We exploited 

face-to-face interaction analysis by highlighting 

communicative rules. A real-time feature extraction module 

has been presented allowing the characterization of 

communicative events. These events are then interpreted by 

a fusion process for the generation of backchannel messages 

for both AIBO and GRETA. A simple evaluation was 

established, and results show that there is an obvious 

difference in the interpretation and realization of the 

communicative behavior between humans and 

agents/robots. 

Our future works are devoted to the characterization of 

other communicative signals using the same modalities 

(speech and head). Prominence detection can be improved 

by the use of syllable-based analysis, which can be 

computed without linguistic information. Another important 

issue is to deal with the direction of gaze. This 

communicative signal conveys useful information during 

interaction and automatic analysis (human) and generation 

(robot/agent) should be investigated. 
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X. APPENDIX 

Instructions 

You are going to watch a short cartoon sequence.  

Then you will have to tell this story. 

Your story will be listened to and watched by the Greta 

virtual agent displayed on a screen and an Aibo robot at the 

same time.  

Both will react to the story that you are telling.  

Please tell the story as you would tell a story to two people 

listening to you at the same time. 

Evaluation form 

Subject number :  

Date of session :  

INFORMATION ABOUT SUBJECT 

Last name :  

First name :  

Age :  

Male / Female 

e-mail :  

GENERAL COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TWO 

LISTENERS 

Did you like telling your story to Greta? 

I liked very much   /   I liked   /   I did not like 

Did you like telling your story to Aibo? 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/11550617_3
http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/indices/a-tree/g/Gratch:Jonathan.html
http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/indices/a-tree/m/Marsella:Stacy.html
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http://www.isd.mel.nist.gov/research_areas/research_engineering/Performance_Metrics/PerMIS_2003/Proceedings/Olsen.pdf
http://www.isd.mel.nist.gov/research_areas/research_engineering/Performance_Metrics/PerMIS_2003/Proceedings/Olsen.pdf
http://www.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/~rc06hl/ws07/papers/HSR-2-110.pdf
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I like very much   /   I liked   /   I did not like 

Which one did you prefer?  

Greta / Aibo 

Why?  

Which listener was mostly interested in your story?  

Greta / Aibo 

Which listener understood better your story?  

Greta / Aibo 

Which listener liked better your story?  

Greta / Aibo 

What did you like in Greta that was not present in Aibo? 

What did you like in Aibo that was not present in Greta? 

EVALUATION OF FEEDBACK QUALITY 

Who most clearly displayed when it was interested in your 

story? 

Aibo / Greta  

Who most clearly displayed when it understood what you 

said? 

Greta / Aibo 

Who most clearly displayed when it liked what you said? 

Aibo / Greta  

How would you qualify the behavior displayed by Greta 

when you told your story ? 

How would you qualify the behavior displayed by Aibo 

when you told your story ? 

PERCEPTION OF FEEDBACK SIGNALS 

How did Greta displayed that she was interested in your 

story?  

How did Greta displayed that she was understanding in your 

story?  

How did Greta displayed that she liked in your story?  

How did Aibo displayed that it was interested in your story?  

How did Aibo displayed that it was understanding in your 

story?  

How did Aibo displayed that it liked in your story?  

GENERAL COMMENTS 

How did you evaluate the fact to interact with both at the 

same time? 

Please feel free to provide any additional comments:  
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